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The Roadmap To Success
How To Use Bizuter Digital To Maximum Impact In Your Agency
This roadmap to success assumes that you are a new start-up, home-based venture, entrepreneur, or
enterprise that has already connected with our team and undergone the initialisation process.

Getting Started
1 - Connect with the Customer Services team. They will send you an email within 24 working hours when you
register to be followed by contact with our team. You will receive more information on how to make use of our
services and the appropriate communication channels. You can expect to discuss:
How our teams work
Documents such as service summaries and price lists
Support contacts for various departments and our designated
communication protocols
Project administration
Audits
Client reporting and how it works

Plan to have an onboarding meeting within the ﬁrst week
of the project starting.
2 - Make use of the 30 Day Kick Starter Program! This is a free program specifically designed to facilitate your
onboarding and fast track not only your lead generation but also initial sales to generate earnings.
3 - Your Basecamp will be created within 24 - 48 working hours. Basecamp is a project management tool that
will be used to communicate and manage your projects.
4 - Start with a test project to see how the partnership could work in your business. We are happy to sponsor up
to 3 months of your first SEO campaign.

An Extension to Your Team
5 - Partner with us and treat our people as a part of your team. You can delegate our responsibilities while maintaining
control and responsibility for things like your client relationships and overall quality control.
6 - Have someone in your business who works in an operational capacity to manage the work and relationships with
our team. They will ensure the smooth flow of information and sign-offs that keep projects on track. We recommend
that you keep this separate from business ownership and sales wherever possible.

Service Matters
7 - Here is some important information on our products:

Logo and Stationery

Our designers create an exceptional custom design keeping in mind the nature
of your business that is delivered in all file formats, designed with exclusive
graphics, and you get unlimited redos!

Web Development

We build user-friendly websites to engage customers on your site, whether this
is a CMS website, an E-commerce site, a B2B or B2C portal, or a Responsive
website.

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Our team of SEO experts aim to make your website more visible on top of search engines where
visitors can approach you on the first go and connect with you for further interaction.

Social Media Marketing

Social media is the leading medium to drive massive traffic to your business. With the continually
increasing user rate every day, social media is a smart move to broadcast your business digitally. We
do this through on-brand strategy planning, engaging content, paid campaigns and community
management.
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Video Animation

We pride ourselves on expert, flexible, and error-free
processes for whiteboard videos, explainer videos, 2D
animations, motion graphics, and 3D animation videos.
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Support As You Need It
8 - Please ensure open communication with our teams and support structure to achieve optimal results through
everything. Often where expectations misalign, all it takes is one online meeting to clear the air and resolve the
matter so that we can move forward.
9 - Plan for at least one monthly reporting checkpoint and a meeting with your accounts manager to discuss the
monthly reports and progression. This is above and beyond the daily and weekly communication that will take place on
Basecamp.
10 - Speak to us about the built-in escalation systems we have in place if you ever
feel that challenges are not being resolved. Your first point of contact should be
having an online meeting with the department head (this will be business as
usual anyway). Still, you can escalate the matter should you choose to, and our
customer experience experts will help you manage to satisfaction.

THANK YOU
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